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TERM DEFINITION
"Iso" A action where a player clears out a area of the court to go one on one with his defender. Best 

used in clutch moments or out of the post where there is an obvious mismatch

Alley-Oop/ Lob a play or read that involves a player throwing a pass near the rim so there teammate can lay it 
up or dunk it. 

Back Screen off ball player setting a screen on the back of a teammate's defender. The screener's 
teammate will then cut towards the hoop looking to receive a pass and finish at the basket. 

Backcourt Area the half of the court that a team is defending 
Backcourt Payers The two players controlling the ball. Point guard and shooting guard.

Backdoor Cut
An offensive play involving a player cutting behind their defender towards the rim looking to 

receive a pass and finish with a score. This play is often encouraged by coaches when a 
player's opponent is overplaying.

Ball Reversal Passing the ball from one side of the court to the other.  Keeps an offense from being stagnant 
and makes it tough for the defense to help. 

Ball Side/ Strong Side the side of the court where the ball is 

Banana Cut A cut the loops out in the shape of a banana to allow a player a better angle for the pass and 
to set there feet. 

Baseline/ Endline the line separating the playing area from the out-of bonds area behind the backboard 
Basket Cut when a player makes a cut towards the rim. 

Box And One a four player zone that allows for the fifth player to deny one of the opppents players.

Brush Screen
a high I.Q action where the screener or player handing the ball off cuts or opens up in a way 
that makes it difficult for the defender to get around them. Involves timing and convincing to 

not be called a moving screen. 
Center Court the circle in the middle of the basketball court

Closeouts
Occurs when an offensive player receives the basketball and their defender must sprint 

towards them to prevent the shot while also attempting to prevent the offense from driving or 
shooting comfortably 

Corner a small area of the court where the sideline meets the baseline. Highest area for open threes 
and also highest percentage. Great place to space the floor. 

Cross Court Screen A screen that occurs when a player cuts to the opposite side of the floor to set a screen for a 
teammate. This most often occurs in the paint

Curl Cut A curl cut occurs when a player who receives a screen uses the screen and cuts towards the 
basket.

Cut Quick action that involves changing direction. 

Drag Screen
a drag screen is an on ball screen set by a trailing offensive player. This screen is often 

effective because the screener's defender is out of position and unable to provide help on the 
ball handler.

Drift when a player shuffles in either direction to get to an open position and receive the ball.

Drive And Kick An offensive action involving a player penetrating the defense to force them to collapse and 
then passing out to a teammate on the perimeter. 

Elbow The area of the court where the lane line and the free throw line meet. 

Elevator Screen A screen that is set by two players and involves the player being screened cutting through the 
middle and then the two screeners closing the screen by quickly stepping together. 

Exchange when two players on offense swap spots without a screen.
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TERM DEFINITION
Face Up/ Square Up Facing the defender. Typically referred to out of the post. 

Fast Break After a change of possession, a team advances the basketball as quickly as possible to attack 
the defense before they have been able to establish.

Five Out a offensive set where all five players are on the perimeter. Typically an offensive set that is 
used for a small line up with no post players. 

Flare Screen A flare screen is an off ball screen that allows a player to cut away from the ball to a spot 
around the perimeter. 

Flash a quick offensive cut across the paint towards the basketball. Most effective when the defense 
is not alert. 

Flex Screen The flex cut is a  screen the screener action. The cross screen immediately followed by a 
down screen.

Floppy A quick hitter play where an a shooter starts under the basket wit a single screen on one side 
and a staggered screen on the other.

Four Out a type of offense that has four players on the perimiter. Typically with two corners and two 
wing players

Frontcourt the front court is the half of the court where the team attempts to score
Frontcourt Players This term is used when referring to a teams small forward, power forward and center.

Full Corner a situation where the corner is occupied by a fellow teammate. 

Give And Go a common read in basketball where a player passes the ball to a teammate then attempts a 
quick back door cut for a lay up. 

Hand-Off a common action where the player with the ball dribbles to a near by teammate to hand the 
ball over or create different reads.

Hedge
a common pick and roll defense. It involves the screener's defender stepping out to meet the 

ball-handler and force them to take a wide angle that allows the initial defender to recover over 
the screen

Help Side when a defender is two or more passes away they are in help side. Last line of defense if the 
initial defender gets beat. 

L-Cut a cut made in the shape of an L
Laker Cut cut toward the basket from the wing after making a post-entry pass

Lane the area within the rectangular shape near the baseline. Also reffered to as the Paint

Lane-Line/ Slot area of the court directly above each elbow on the perimeter or on the other sides of top of the 
key. 

Lift When a off ball player raises out from the corner toward the ball.
Man2Man a common team defense where each player matches up with the opposing teams players. 
Midrange any shot that is outside the restricted and inside the perimeter 

Mismatch a situation where there is an obvious disadvantage with the offensive player and the player 
guarding them

Nail Line imaginary line from the middle of the free throw line (nail) straight down to the basket
Off Ball Offense any player playing away from the ball handler on offense. 
Off-Ball Defense all players that are not guarding the ball handler.
On-Ball Defense the player guarding the basketball is on-ball

Open Corner a situation where there is no one in the corner. Typically happens with hand offs and means 
you can screen lower or hand off lower to give the ball handler more space to drive.
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Open Post a situation where there are no post occupying the block or low post area

Passing Lane the imaginary line between two offensive players that the ball would flow through if passed. 
Pick a screen where one player jump stops to make the defender go around them

Pick And Pop
a offensive action where an offensive player will set a screen for a player with the basketball 

and instead of rolling to the rim they step out toward the perimeter and looks for a pass for an 
open shot

Pick And Roll a common action after an on ball screen where the screener opens up and cuts toward the 
basket after setting the screen. 

Pinch Post Pinch post is an action that occurs when the basketball is passed to the weak side elbow while 
there are no other players on that side of the floor. 

Pop a term used when a player is getting open for a three. Typically off a screen or out from the 
midrange to the three. 

Run And Jump Defense this is a full court defenses that encourages traps. Typically used at lower levels or in high 
pressure situations to through the offense off rhythm. 

Screen where a players is setting a stationary block on their teammate's defender. Goal is to put the 
defense at a disadvantage and give their teammate space.

Short Corner an area of the basketball court between the corner and the low block. Useful for zones and for 
open shots away from the help defense.

Sideline the boundary lines that separate the playing area from out-of-bonds on the side of the court.
Skip Pass A pass made over the defense from one side of the court to the other. 

Slip A common action where the screener goes to set a screen but notices the defense is not 
defending the rim so decides to quickly cut to the rim for a easiy bucket.

Slot/ Lane Line area of the court directly above each elbow on the perimeter or on the other sides of top of the 
key.

Space/ Fade a term used to communicate to the ball handler that you are moving away from the ball.
Spacing a term coaches used when the court is not balanced to the offense. 

Split Line/ Mid Line / Nail Line the imaginary line that runs from one basket to the other. Directly in th middle of the court. 

Staggered Screen
A staggered screen occurs when two players set off the ball screens for one of their 

teammates the two screeners are positioned facing the same direction but not next to each 
other.

Strong Side the side of the court where the ball is. 

Sweep when a player shuffles behind the ball hander for a drive and kick option. Best when their gap 
defender is over helping to allow for a easy path to the basket. 

Switch a common defense action that occurs when a screen set that involves two defensive players 
swapping which player they're guarding 

The Block Area of the court where there are two small rectangles located on the outside of the key. 

The Break The area on an NBA or overseas three point line in between the wing and the corner. Noteable 
by the angle it makes which is not consistent with the trajectory of the three point line. 

Top Of The Key area of the court above the three point line in the middle of the court.

Trailer an offensive player who plays behind the ball. Typically the four or the player who takes out 
the ball. Very important for safety and ball reversals.

Transition a term used when the ball is taken from offense to defense or from defense to offense 
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Trap/ Double Team a common defensive action where two players corral the ball in hopes to force a turn over or 

bad pass.

Ucla Cut a cut that involves a player on the perimeter making a pass to the wing and then cutting to the 
strong side block off a screen on the high post.

Ucla Screen the back screen that allows a perimeter player to perform a UCLA cut. The screen is set on the 
elbow.

V-Cut A very common cut that involves a player planting one way then going the over in the shape of 
a V.Typically done swiftly but can be deeper depending on timing.

Weak-Side the side of the court away from the ball. 

Wing the wing is an area of the court located at the intersection of free-throw line extended and the 
three-point line. 

Wolf a term used to let a offensive teammate that is the ball handler know that someone is behind 
them. Typically used in transition or out of the post. 

Zipper Cut a cut made by a player from the lower block stright up to the slot area behind the three-point 
line


